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============

Technological advances enable the development of increasingly sophisticated systems. Smaller and faster microprocessors, wireless networking, and new theoretical results in areas such as machine learning and intelligent control are paving the way for transformative technologies across a variety of domains---self-driving cars that have the potential to reduce accidents, traffic, and pollution; and unmanned systems that can safely and efficiently operate on land, under water, in the air, and in space. However, in each of these domains, concerns about safety are being raised \[[@CR13], [@CR27]\]. Specifically, there is a concern that due to the complexity of such systems, traditional test and evaluation approaches will not be sufficient for finding errors, and alternative approaches such as those provided by formal methods are needed \[[@CR28]\].

Formal methods are often used to verify systems at design time, but this is not always realistic. Some systems are simply too large to be fully verified. Others, especially systems that operate in rich dynamic environments or those that continuously adapt their behavior through methods such as machine learning, cannot be fully modeled at design time. Still others may incorporate components that have not been previously verified and cannot be modeled, e.g., pre-compiled code libraries. Also, even systems that have been fully verified at design time may be subject to external faults such as those introduced by unexpected hardware failures or human inputs. One way to address this issue is to model nondeterministic behaviours (such as faults) as disturbances, and to verify the system with respect to this disturbance model \[[@CR29]\]. However, it may be impossible to model all potential unexpected behavior at design time.

An alternative in such cases is to perform *runtime verification* to detect violations of specified properties while a system is executing \[[@CR24]\]. An extension of this idea is to perform *runtime enforcement* of specified properties, in which violations are not only detected but also overwritten in such a way that specified properties are maintained.

In this paper, we discuss a general approach for runtime enforcement called *shield synthesis*. From the specified properties, we automatically construct a component, called the shield, that monitors the input/output of the system and instantaneously overwrites incorrect outputs as illustrated in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 1Attaching a safety shield

A shield must ensure both *correctness*, i.e., it corrects system outputs such that all properties are always satisfied, as well as *minimum deviation*, i.e., it deviates from system outputs only if necessary and as rarely as possible. The latter requirement is important because the system may satisfy additional noncritical properties that are not considered by the shield but should be retained as much as possible. Shield synthesis is a promising new direction for synthesis in general, because it uses the strengths of reactive synthesis while avoiding its weaknesses---the set of critical properties can be small and relatively easy to specify regardless of the implementation details of a complex system---which implies scalability and usability.

In the first part of this paper, we consider shield synthesis for reactive hardware systems. Here, we first define a general framework for solving the shield synthesis problem. Second, we discuss two concrete shield synthesis methods to automatically construct a shield from a set of safety properties. The resulting shields are called *k*-stabilizing shields and admissible shields.

*k* *-stabilizing* shields guarantee recovery in a finite time. Since we are given a safety specification, we can identify wrong outputs, that is, outputs after which the specification is violated (more precisely, after which the environment can force the specification to be violated). A wrong trace is then a trace that ends in a wrong output. *k*-stabilizing shields modify the outputs so that the specification always holds, but that such deviations last for at most *k* consecutive steps after a wrong output.

*Admissible* shields overcome the following shortcoming of *k*-stabilizing shields: The *k*-stabilizing shield synthesis problem is unrealizable for many safety-critical systems, because a finite number of deviations cannot be guaranteed. To address this issue, admissible shields guarantee the following: (1) For any wrong trace, if there is a finite number *k* of steps within which the recovery phase can be guaranteed to end, an admissible shield takes an *adversarial* view on the system and will always achieve this. Admissible shields are subgame optimal and guarantee to end the recovery phase for any state for the smallest *k* possible if such a *k* exists for that state. (2) The shield is *admissible* in the following sense: for any state in which there is no such number *k*, it takes a *collaborative* view on the system and always picks a deviation that is optimal in that it ends the recovery phase as soon as possible for some possible future inputs. As a result, admissible shields work well in settings in which finite recovery cannot be guaranteed, because they guarantee correctness and may well end the recovery period if the system does not pick adversarial outputs.

*k*-stabilizing shields and admissible shields enforce critical safety properties and ensure minimum deviation, such that other noncritical properties of the system that are not considered by the shield are retained as much as possible. In addition to critical safety properties, many systems must also meet critical liveness properties. However, a challenge for enforcing liveness properties using shields is that liveness property violations cannot be detected at any finite point in time (at any point, the property may still be satisfied in the future). Due to the minimum deviation property of shields, a shield would have to delay enforcing a liveness property as long as possible, and since liveness properties can always be satisfied at some point in the future, the shield in practice would never enforce the liveness property. So rather than enforcing liveness properties, we focus on retaining liveness properties under the assumption that the shielded system satisfies them. We therefore conclude the first part of this paper with an extension of the *k*-stabilizing and the admissible shield synthesis procedure that allows liveness-preserving corrections of the system's output.

In the second part of the paper, we consider shielding a human operator who works with an autonomous system instead of shielding a reactive system: the outputs to be corrected are not initiated by a system but by a human operator. When shielding human operators we attach the shield *before* the operator. We call this type of shield a *preemptive shield*. The shield acts each time the operator is to make a decision and provides a list of safe outputs. This list restricts the choices for the operator. Additionally, when shielding a human operator, it is necessary to provide simple and intuitive explanations to the operator for any interferences of the shield. We call shields able to provide such explanations *explanatory shields*. We motivate the need for shielding a human operator via a case study involving mission planning for an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV).

Outline {#Sec2}
-------

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we establish notation in Sect. [2](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}. In Sect. [3](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"} we discuss shield synthesis for reactive hardware systems. We begin this section by using an example to illustrate the technical challenges and our solution approach in Sect. [3.1](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}. We formalize the problem in a general framework for shield synthesis in Sect. [3.2](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"}. In Sects. [3.3](#Sec15){ref-type="sec"}, [3.4](#Sec16){ref-type="sec"}, [3.5](#Sec17){ref-type="sec"}, and [3.6](#Sec18){ref-type="sec"} we define and describe the synthesis procedure for *k*-stabilizing shields and for admissible shields. Section [3.7](#Sec19){ref-type="sec"} describes an alternative construction for *k*-stabilizing and admissible shields, and Sect. [3.8](#Sec21){ref-type="sec"} discusses liveness-preserving shielding. To conclude the first part of the paper, we provide experimental results for both shield synthesis approaches in Sect. [3.9](#Sec23){ref-type="sec"}. In Sect. [4](#Sec26){ref-type="sec"} we consider shielding a human operator instead of shielding a reactive system. In this setting, we discuss preemptive shields in Sect. [4.1](#Sec27){ref-type="sec"} and explanatory shields in Sect. [4.2](#Sec29){ref-type="sec"}. We conclude the second part of the paper with a case study on UAV mission planning in Sect. [4.3](#Sec32){ref-type="sec"} Finally, we give an overview on related work in Sect. [5](#Sec33){ref-type="sec"} and conclude in Sect. [6](#Sec34){ref-type="sec"}.
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The specifications we use are automata and we synthesize a system that realizes a given specification using games. Both automata and games can have the following acceptance conditions. Let *Q* be a set of states, an acceptance condition is a predicate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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-----
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Comparing strategies {#Sec9}
--------------------

First, we compare non-deterministic winning strategies of the system by comparing the *behaviours* that they allow \[[@CR3]\]. If $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Shield synthesis for reactive systems {#Sec10}
=====================================

The goal of shield synthesis is to enforce a small set of safety properties at runtime, even if these properties may be violated by the reactive system, called the *design*. We synthesize a shield directly from the set of safety properties, and attach it to the design as illustrated in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The shield monitors the input/output of the design and corrects the erroneous output values instantaneously, but only if necessary and as infrequently as possible. In the next section, we consider an example of a simple traffic light controller to illustrate the challenges addressed by shield synthesis.

Motivating example {#Sec11}
------------------
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                \begin{document}$$\varSigma = \varSigma _O= \{ \texttt {rr} , \texttt {rg} , \texttt {gr} , \texttt {gg} \}$$\end{document}$. Although the traffic light controller interface is simple, the actual implementation can be complex. The controller may have to be synchronized with other traffic lights, and it can have input sensors for cars, buttons for pedestrians, and sophisticated algorithms to optimize traffic throughput based on all sensors, the time of the day, and even the weather. As a result, the actual design may become too complex to be formally verified.

Suppose now that two safety properties are crucial and must be satisfied with certainty: (1) The output gg---meaning that both roads have green lights---is never allowed. (2) The output cannot change from gr to rg, or vice versa, without passing rr. These two properties serve as specification $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} show how two different shields ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Let us analyse the behavior of the shield $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} we use the shield $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The challenge in shield synthesis lies in the fact that we do not know the future inputs/outputs of the design. The question is, without knowing what the future inputs/outputs are, how should the shield correct bad behavior of the design to avoid unnecessarily large deviation in the future? For instance, the correction of shield $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {S}_A$$\end{document}$ in step 2 was suboptimal, since it caused a deviation for 2 steps instead of 1. In the next section, we discuss a general framework of shield synthesis for reactive systems.

Definition of shields {#Sec12}
---------------------

A shield reads the input and output of a design as shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. In this section, we formally define the two desired properties: *correctness* and *minimum deviation*.

### The correctness property {#Sec13}

By correctness, we refer to the property that the shield corrects any design's output such that a given safety specification is satisfied. Formally, let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Since a shield must work for any design, the synthesis procedure does not consider the design's implementation. This property is crucial because the design may be unknown or too complex to analyze. On the other hand, the design may satisfy additional (noncritical) specifications that are not specified in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### The minimum deviation property {#Sec14}

Minimum deviation requires a shield to deviate only if necessary, and as infrequently as possible. To ensure minimum deviation, a shield can only deviate from the design if a property violation becomes unavoidable. Given a safety specification $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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#### Definition 1 {#FPar1}
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Ideally, shields end phases of deviation as soon as possible, recovering quickly. This property leaves room for interpretation. Different types of shields differentiate on how this property is realized. In the next sections we will discuss *k*-stabilizing shields and admissible shields.

*k*-stabilizing shields {#Sec15}
-----------------------
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We will now define *k*-stabilizing shields.

### Definition 2 {#FPar2}
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Substituting an arbitrary number of outputs in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Note that it is not always possible to adversely *k*-stabilize any finite trace for a given *k* or even for any *k*.

### Definition 3 {#FPar3}
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A *k*-stabilizing shield guarantees to deviate from outputs of the design for at most *k* steps after each wrong output and to produce a correct trace. To understand the intuition behind adversely *k*-stabilizing a trace, suppose we take the point of view that the design produces some wrong trace $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Synthesizing *k*-stabilizing shields {#Sec16}
------------------------------------

The flow of our synthesis procedure for *k*-stabilizing shields is illustrated in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Step 1 Constructing the violation monitor* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Example 1 {#FPar4}
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While an exponential runtime may not look appealing at the first glance, keep in mind that the critical safety properties of a system are typically simple and that the complexity of the design is irrelevant for the shield synthesis procedure.

Admissible shields {#Sec17}
------------------

In this section we define admissible shields. We distinguish between two situations. In states of the design in which a finite number *k* of deviations can be guaranteed, an admissible shield takes an adversarial view on the design: it guarantees recovery within *k* steps regardless of system behavior, for the smallest *k* possible. In these states, the strategy of an admissible shield conforms to the strategy of a *k*-stabilizing shield. In all other states, admissible shields take a collaborative view: the admissible shield will attempt to work with the design to recover as soon as possible. In particular, an admissible shield plays an admissible strategy, that is, a strategy that cannot be beaten in recovery speed if the design acts cooperatively. We will now define admissible shields.

### Definition 4 {#FPar10}
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Synthesizing admissible shields {#Sec18}
-------------------------------

The flow of the synthesis procedure for admissible shields is similar to the flow for synthesizing *k*-stabilizing shields, and is illustrated in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. In order to synthesize an admissible shield, a Büchi game $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Steps 1--4* Perform as in Sect. [3.4](#Sec16){ref-type="sec"}.
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### Theorem 3 {#FPar15}
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Shields with a fail-safe mode {#Sec19}
-----------------------------

When a property violation becomes unavoidable, *k*-stabilizing shields and admissible shields enter a recovery phase, where the shield is allowed to deviate. In the case that it can be assumed that specification violations are rare events, the construction of *k*-stabilizing shields and admissible shields can be modified to tolerate the next violation only after the recovery phase. If a second violation happens within the recovery period, the shield enters a fail-safe mode, where it enforces the specification, but stops minimizing the deviations from that point on, i.e., it loses the ability to recover.
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### Construction of shields with a fail-safe mode {#Sec20}

In order to construct a *k*-stabilizing shield or an admissible shield with a fail-safe mode, only small changes in the construction of the violation monitor and the Büchi game are necessary.
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#### Example 3 {#FPar17}

Figure [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"} shows $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Changes in Step 4 Constructing the Büchi game* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Liveness-preserving shields {#Sec21}
---------------------------

Reactive systems usually not only satisfy safety properties, but are also expected to satisfy liveness properties \[[@CR2]\], which guarantee that certain good events eventually happen. Unfortunately, it is not guaranteed that the corrections of the shield preserve the liveness properties satisfied by the design (without shielding).

### Definition 9 {#FPar18}

*(Liveness-Preserving Shield)* A shield preserves a given set of liveness properties if any liveness properties satisfied by the design without shielding are also satisfied by the shield.
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### Example 4 {#FPar19}

Consider a simple arbiter, with one input signal *r*, with which clients request permissions, and two output signals $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Next, we discuss an extension to the *k*-stabilizing and the admissible shield synthesis procedure that allows liveness-preserving shielding.

### Synthesizing liveness-preserving shields {#Sec22}

To construct a system that has all the properties of a shield (*k*-stabilizing or admissible) and is liveness-preserving, we create and solve a Streett game with two pairs. The first Streett pair, called the *shielding pair*, encodes that the recovery phase has to end infinitely often. The second Streett pair, called the *liveness-preservation pair*, encodes that if the design satisfies all liveness properties, then the shield has to preserve all liveness properties.
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Experimental results {#Sec23}
--------------------

We implemented our *k*-stabilizing and admissible shield synthesis procedures in a Python tool that takes a set of safety automata defined in a textual representation as input. The first step in our synthesis procedure is to build the product of all safety automata and construct the violation monitor (see Sects. [3.4](#Sec16){ref-type="sec"} and [3.6](#Sec18){ref-type="sec"}). This step is performed on an explicit representation. For the remaining steps we use Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) \[[@CR10]\] for symbolic representation.

We have conducted two sets of experiments, where the benchmarks are (1) selected properties for an ARM AMBA bus arbiter \[[@CR7]\], and (2) selected properties from LTL specification patterns \[[@CR16]\]. The source code of our proof-of-concept synthesis tool as well as the input files and instructions to reproduce our experiments are available for download[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}. All experiments were performed on a machine with an Intel i5-3320M CPU\@2.6 GHz, 8 GB RAM, and a 64-bit Linux.

### ARM AMBA bus arbiter example {#Sec24}

We used properties of an ARM AMBA bus arbiter \[[@CR7]\] as input to our shield synthesis tool. We present the result on one example property, and then present the performance results for other properties. The property that we enforced was Guarantee 3 from the specification of \[[@CR7]\], which says that if a length-four locked burst access starts, no other access can start until the end of this burst. The safety automaton is shown in Fig. [12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"}, where *B*, *R*, and *s* are short for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Our tool generates a 1-stabilizing shield and an admissible shield within a fraction of a second. The 1-stabilizing shield has 8 latches and 142 (2-input) multiplexers, which is then reduced by ABC \[[@CR9]\] to 4 latches and 77 AIG gates. The admissible shield has 9 latches and 340 multiplexers, which is reduced by ABC to 7 latches and 271 AIG gates. We verified it against an arbiter implementation for 2 bus masters, where we introduced the following bug: the arbiter does not check *R* when the burst starts, but behaves as if *R* was $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To evaluate the performance of our tool, we ran a stress test with increasingly larger sets of safety properties for the ARM AMBA bus arbiter in \[[@CR7]\]. Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} summarizes the results. The first columns list the set of specification automata and the number of states, inputs, and outputs of their product automata. The next two columns list the results for shields with a fail-safe mode and the last two columns address shields without a fail-safe mode. In both cases, the table first lists the smallest number of steps under which the shield is able to recover (adversely for the properties P1--P6, cooperatively for properties P7--P9) and second the time for synthesizing a shield in seconds. For the first six properties P1--P6, a finite number *k* of deviations can be guaranteed, and the results for admissible shields conform with the results for *k*-stabilizing shields. For the last 3 experiments P7--P9 no *k*-stabilizing shield exists, and the results are given for admissible shields. Both methods (to create shields with and without a fail safe mode) run sufficiently fast on all properties. In these experiments, having a fail-safe mode does not give a significant speedup to justify the tradeoff of losing the ability to recover for arbitrary failure frequencies.Table 6Synthesis results for the LTL patterns \[[@CR16]\]No.Property*b*\|*Q*\|$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### LTL specification patterns {#Sec25}

Dwyer et al. \[[@CR16]\] studied frequently used LTL specification patterns in verification. As an exercise, we applied our tool to the first 10 properties from their list \[[@CR1]\] and summarized the results in Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}. For a property containing liveness aspects (e.g., something must happen eventually), we imposed a bound on the reaction time to obtain the safety (bounded-liveness) property. The bound on the reaction time is shown in Column 3. The next column lists the number of states in the safety specification. The last columns list the synthesis time in seconds, and the shield size (latches and AIG gates) for *k*-stabilizing shields with and without a fail-safe mode. Overall, both methods run sufficiently fast on all properties and the resulting shield size is small. For certain benchmarks we achieve a significant speedup and significantly smaller shield sizes when introducing a fail-safe mode. We also investigated how the synthesis time increased with an increasingly larger bound *b*. For Property 8 and Property 6, the run time and shield size remained small even for large automata. For Property 10, the run time and shield size grew faster. The reason lies in the fact that for some properties, an error by the design results in a large set of states to be monitored, while for other properties, this set stays rather small.

Shield synthesis for human--autonomy interaction {#Sec26}
================================================

In the second part of the paper, we consider shielding a human operator who works with an autonomous system. In the context of shielding a human operator we often refer to outputs of the human operator as actions selected by the operator. Shielding a human operator instead of shielding a reactive system requires two innovations in the shielding procedure. (1) In the case of shielding reactive systems, the shield is attached *after* the system and corrects the output of the system---see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. In contrast, when shielding human operators we attach the shield *before* the operator and the shield restricts the possible actions of the operator---see Fig. [13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"}. We call these types of shields *preemptive shields*. (2) When shielding a human operator, it is necessary to provide simple and intuitive explanations to the operator for the interferences of the shield. We call shields that are able to provide such explanations *explanatory shields*. In the next sections, we address these two innovations in more detail.

Preemptive shields {#Sec27}
------------------

Consider a setting in which a human operator controls an autonomous reactive system: in every time step, the environment and the system provide an input (sensor measurements, state information) to the operator, then the operator selects the next action for the system to be executed, the system executes the selected action, and the system and the environment move to the next state.

The human operator has to select actions in such a way that a given safety specification $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$unsafe $$\end{document}$ if after which the system and the environment can force the specification to be violated. Otherwise, an action is called *safe*. We modify the loop between the human operator and the system, depicted in Fig. [13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"}. The shield is implemented *before* the human operator and acts each time the operator is to make a decision by providing a list of safe actions. The task of the shield is to modify the set of available actions of the human operator in every time step such that only safe actions remain.

The interaction between the environment, the autonomous system, the human operator, and the shield is as follows: At every time step, the shield computes a set of all safe actions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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More formally, for a preemptive shield $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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When shielding a human operator, preemptive shielding provides many advantages. First, the shield ensures that a given safety specification is assured. Second, the shield is least restrictive to the operator, since it allows the operator to pick any action, as long as it is safe.

### Synthesizing preemptive shields {#Sec28}

Given is a setting in which a human operator has to control an autonomous system in an unknown environment while satisfying a safety specification $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The shield allows all actions that are guaranteed to lead to a state in *W*, no matter what the next input is. Since these states, by the definition of the set of winning states, are exactly the ones from which the system player can enforce not to ever visit a state not in *F*, the shield is minimally interfering. It disables all actions that may lead to an unsafe state.

Explanatory shields {#Sec29}
-------------------

Explanatory shields provide a simple diagnosis to the operator and explain why certain actions are unsafe in the current situation. They are particulary useful in cases in which $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varphi $$\end{document}$ is very complex, e.g., consists of thousands of states, and it is difficult for the operator to comprehend why the shield had to interfere. To explain unsafe actions, we propose to use techniques for debugging formal specifications \[[@CR23]\].

Figure [14](#Fig14){ref-type="fig"} depicts the flow of our method to explain unsafe actions. First, we compute a minimal set of properties $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varphi _i$$\end{document}$ and signals that on their own are sufficient to show that an action is unsafe in a given situation. We call this part of the specification that contains the root causes for an action to be unsafe an *unsafe core*. Using an unsafe core, we compute a counterstrategy to explain why the action is indeed unsafe. Since counterstrategies may be large, we apply a heuristic to search for a countertrace, i.e., a single input trace which necessarily leads to a specification violation. Finally, we provide the operator with a graph that summarizes all plays that are possible against the counterstrategy (or the countertrace, in case the heuristic succeeds). Next, we will detail these steps.

### Unsafe cores {#Sec30}

Understanding why an action for a given state-input pair is unsafe may be difficult, but often only a small part of the specification is responsible. Removing extraneous parts from the specification gives a specification that still forbids the action but is much smaller and thus easier to understand. We call this part of the specification the *unsafe core* for a given action in a specific situation, i.e., a state-input combination.

Typically, a safety specification $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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#### Definition 10 {#FPar20}
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In the computation of unsafe cores, one can also remove signals from the specification in addition to properties. Removal of signals allows the operator to focus on those signals that are relevant for the problem at hand. It also simplifies the following counterstrategies, making them free of irrelevant signals.

Unsafe cores are very similar to unrealizable cores \[[@CR12]\], i.e., parts of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Counterstrategies and countertraces {#Sec31}

Suppose we are given a safety specification $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$q'=\delta (q,{\sigma _I}, {\sigma _O})$$\end{document}$, there exists a strategy for selecting future inputs such that a state outside *F* is reached eventually, no matter how future outputs are selected. This strategy for selecting such inputs is called a counterstrategy. Understanding the counterstrategy implies understanding why the output is unsafe.

In general, a counterstrategy cannot be presented as a single trace of inputs, since inputs may depend on previous outputs. The dependencies can become quite complex, especially for large specifications, which makes it difficult for the operator to comprehend which environment behavior leads to unsafety. The operator may prefer one single trace of inputs such that there are no future outputs able to satisfy $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Case study on UAV mission planning {#Sec32}
----------------------------------

In this section, we apply shields on a scenario in which an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), controlled by a human operator, must maintain certain properties while performing a surveillance mission in a dynamic environment. We show how a preemptive explanatory shield can be used to enforce the desired properties and to provide feedback to the operator for any restrictions on the commands available.

To begin, note that a common UAV control architecture consists of a ground control station that communicates with an autopilot onboard the UAV \[[@CR11]\]. The ground control station receives and displays updates from the autopilot on the UAV's state, including position, heading, airspeed, battery level, and sensor imagery. It can also send commands to the UAV's autopilot, such as waypoints to fly to. A human operator can then use the ground control station to plan waypoint-based routes for the UAV, possibly making modifications during mission execution to respond to events observed through the UAV's sensors. However, mission planning and execution can be workload intensive, especially when operators are expected to control multiple UAVs simultaneously \[[@CR14]\]. Errors can easily occur in this type of human--automation paradigm, because a human operator might neglect some of the required safety properties due to high workload, fatigue, or an incomplete understanding of exactly how a command is executed.

As the mission unfolds, waypoint commands will be sent to the autopilot. A shield that monitors the inputs and restricts the set of available waypoints would be able to ensure the satisfaction of the desired properties. Additionally, a shield should explain any restrictions it makes in a simple and intuitive way to the operator.

Consider the mission map in Fig. [15](#Fig15){ref-type="fig"} \[[@CR21]\], which contains three tall buildings (illustrated as blue blocks), over which a UAV should not attempt to fly. It also includes two unattended ground sensors (UGS) that provide data on possible nearby targets, one at location $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Given this scenario, properties of interest include:*Adjacent waypoints* The UAV is only allowed to fly to directly connected waypoints.*No communication* The UAV is not allowed to stay in a zone with reduced communication reliability and has to leave this zone within 1 time step.*Restricted operating zones* The UAV has to leave a ROZ within 2 time steps.*Detected by an adversary* Locations on the adversary's path cannot be visited more than once over any window of 3 time steps.*UGS* (a) If $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We represent each of the properties by a safety automaton, the product of which serves as the shield specification $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For our experiments, we used the six Properties P1-P6 as safety specification $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Fig. 17Simulation of explanatory preemptive shield developed on AMASE

We integrated our shields in the AMASE multi-UAV simulator \[[@CR15]\]. AMASE is a flight simulation environment, which models UAVs using a kinematic flight dynamics model that includes environmental effects (e.g., wind) on performance. Fig. [17](#Fig17){ref-type="fig"} visualizes the map of Fig. [15](#Fig15){ref-type="fig"} using AMASE and shows one UAV (in blue), currently in the ROZ at location $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Related work {#Sec33}
============

Our work builds on synthesis of reactive systems \[[@CR7], [@CR33]\] and reactive mission plans \[[@CR17]\] from formal specifications, and our method is related to synthesis of robust \[[@CR4]\] and error-resilient \[[@CR18]\] systems. However, our approach differs in that we do not synthesize an entire system, but rather a shield that considers only a small set of properties and corrects the output of the system at runtime. Li et al. \[[@CR25]\] focused on the problem of synthesizing a semi-autonomous controller that expects occasional human intervention for correct operation. A human-in-the-loop controller monitors past and current information about the system and its environment. The controller invokes the human operator only when it is necessary, but as soon as a specification will be violated, such that the human operator has sufficient time to respond. Similarly, our shields monitor the behavior of systems at run time and interfere as little as possible. Our work relates to more general work on runtime enforcement of properties \[[@CR20]\], but shield synthesis is the first appropriative work for reactive systems, since shields act on erroneous system outputs immediately without delay.

This paper extends our previous work on shield synthesis \[[@CR8], [@CR22]\]. In \[[@CR8]\] we defined the general framework for solving the shield synthesis problem for reactive systems, and proposed the *k*-stabilizing shield synthesis procedure that guarantees recovery in *k* steps. Admissible shields were proposed in \[[@CR22]\]. Here we assume that systems generally have cooperative behavior with respect to the shield, i.e., the shield ensures a finite number of deviations if the system chooses certain outputs. This is similar in concept to cooperative synthesis as considered in \[[@CR6]\], in which a synthesized system has to satisfy a set of properties (called guarantees) only if certain environment assumptions hold. The authors present a synthesis procedure that maximizes the cooperation between system and environment for satisfying both guarantees and assumptions as much as possible. This work extends the previous work on shield synthesis by (1) discussing how liveness properties of the design can be preserved when shielded, (2) introducing a procedure for shielding the decisions of a human operator, and (3) presenting new experiments.

Conclusion {#Sec34}
==========

In this paper, we have presented automated synthesis of shields for reactive systems. Given a set of safety specifications, a shield monitors the inputs and outputs of the reactive system and corrects erroneous output values at runtime. The shield deviates from the given outputs as infrequently as it can and recovers to hand back control to the system as soon as possible. We provided theoretical and algorithmic background for three concrete instantiations of the shield concept: (1) *k*-stabilizing shields that guarantee recovery in a finite time. (2) Admissible shields that attempt to work with the system to recover as soon as possible. (3) An extension of *k*-stabilizing and admissible shields in which erroneous output values are corrected such that liveness properties of the system are preserved. The results from numerical experiments illustrate the scalability and effectiveness of the shield synthesis methods. In addition to these numerical experiments on existing benchmarks, we illustrated the broad applicability of shielding in a case study on human--autonomy interactions. We considered shielding the decisions of a human operator who works with an autonomous system. In this setting, we pursued shields that not only enforce correctness but also support the operator with intuitive explanations of the sources of potential wrong behavior and any restrictions caused by the shield. We presented results involving mission planning for unmanned aerial vehicles. We foresee a number of potential future research directions. These include shielding adaptive systems whose functionality evolves over time and systems that implement various learning algorithms. In general, we expect the conceptual simplicity of shielding to be offer a novel approach to develop artificially intelligent systems with provable safety and correctness guarantees.
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